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Revival Will Begin
At Oak Grove

Mitch James Is
Association Head

W. M. +Mitch, James formerly of
A revival meeting will begin at
the Oak Grove Baptist, 2 miles S. Calikmay ;noway, was installed as
W. of Crossland, on Sunday. July Prnenient of the Alabama Cialms
5th thru Sunday. July 12th. Ser- Asaociatton at the Assoctation's anvices will begin each afternoon at
2:30 arid nightly at 8-00 p.m.
, Rev. Leonard Young will be the
tevangleit
Everyone is cordially
Invited Rev. M. C Kings pastor
of the Church.

Sky Diver Lands
In Lake, Drowns

HOPKINSVILLE. iSy. -UN
—
'Rescue workers late Sunday recovered the body of a 21-year-old
sky diver, who parachuted into
Lake Boxley during the afternoon.
The victim, Emmett Chester, was
a member of the Hopkinstille Sport
Parachute Club. and was diving
from a small plane
Although his parachute reportedly functioned normally, it
was
believed the tact= lOet control,
and dropped into the water instead of an empty field nearby

Bids Opened On Cleaning Of
Courthouse; Large Steel Pipe

The Calloway Fiscal Court today
studied the propcsed budget for
the next fiscal year and took care
of other year end busmen.
The budget is expected to be
adopted tins afternoon as the session continues from this morning.
County treasurer Gordon Moody
reported that the county will carry
over a surplus of over $16.000 from
the present fiscal year which ends

On

JUlie

30

Judge Robert 0 Miller said that
about $12.000 was carried over from
last year. This is necessary. he continued, because the county does not
have any money corning in for the
first three months of the new fiscal
year. The carry-overwilt be used It,
pay the county bills during these
three months.
ca Levan.
On South 11th the other night mix
County Superintendent Boron JefRuth Wilson Agnes Payne. Sadie
or eight young people In the trUnit
frey presented his budget for the
Two ball foussames for The Oaks
West. Reba Overbey.
of a ear hunt know whether they
next school year and City SuperinGolf Club have beat announced
Stella Hurt, Frances Miller. Marge
were riding that say, gents in or
tendent Fred Schultz presentedthe
for the weekly Ladles Day Golf.
Kipp, Jerlene StdIlvan,
out ir what. but that trunk was sure
budget for the city system Both
The lineup is as foSows:
Jo Craig, Martha Sue Ryan. Opha
full
budgets had already been approved
730 Rossini Woods, Laura Par- i
Speceiand. Juliet Wenn.
by the school boards involved. Both
ker. Annabelle Rumen Flo Wright.
The house owned by tlu Lutheran
Marie Lassiter, Chris
Graham.
these budgets were accepted by the
7- 40 Maxine Scott. Roberta,
chunth at the corner of Main and
Maude lacClatri, Euklene Robinson. Ward. Sue Morris. Dot Emerson.
Fiscal Court.
•
15th has been torn down. They will
Some transfer of funds was ap8 00 Miry Alice Sm.th. Dods
Nancy Pancrich, Annie Adorns,
put up a new
proed by the court in order to pay
Rose, Bobbie Buchanan, Margaret
Mary Pannede,.
road bills arid to balance the budget
Putty Wincirtan Melba Ward, Greenfield.
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Greet
courthouse. This work includes mind8.10 Ann Stallasts. Virginia Jones.
tiaal ;natant at the Vettavia Hills
Urbana Komori. Prances Huta, Judy Parker, Beverly Wy
nlastirei of the brick and stone portt
Country Club Friday evening Jene
About 50 families have moved into
Carol Hibbard. Elaine Harvey.
tions of the courthouse and a coat8:30 Murrelle Walker
Toopie' 25 at Birmingham.
Mamma.
Murray who are working with the
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IConUnusd on Page 81
9. 20 Sally Crass. Besuton Brantens was Richard S. Moarman, 35,
urray State Oollege He es the son Hotel, for • large number of guests
frurn art emotional standpoint,
department
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the Fine Arts dedon. Sybil Met:ninon. Fatah Garit laischfield He clidestad Teen
Mr and ham Oseeen Isamu of i and representatives of the pie.,
pas4tient at Southern Methodist
The American Legion and Legion neon.
REUNION
D Leas 72 of Danville as the
the Crosland community said mar- from over the Mete
nil y nem Smarm will mean a earn
University.
9:30 Anna Mae Osena. Joann
The annual /Seawright faintly
Young Democrat Clubs at Kentadty ' Auxiliary will hold its unman (antfled to the former ,Juha Lennie! of
Preceding the opening of the desMum of 148 mere people added to
Rev Henry McKenzie dehvered reunion will be held at the Murray
ended a two day biennial maven- fly poonac an Monday July 6. at Woods. Close Campbell. Zeta Hied- Hazel.
▪
of Western Kentucky. a short
our city
tion at LoidiwiEra Sheraton Hotel. 0 pm in the large pavilion at the men
ceremony was held which included! the mmeatton Commoner Bell City Park on Sunday. Ally 5. at 10
Indium, City Park
All player's nre urged to be prea talk by Governor Breathitt He I or the State Department of Parks. a.m.
Ttw
officers elected
all on
Thi• swam SI mere houmehoing and
Baibeque. mid drinks and bread miere ten mirnee be fere tee off
A basket lunch will be served
urged support of the production and Mrs Bell were present for the
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75 more school children.
sit/1 be furnished by the Legion- Genes II unable to attend they
at noon All members of the family
and said that other dramatic pro- aileselon also
Dowdy Sheriff Rd Hahn, national
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FRANKFORT, June 29 — Ray
Max Hurt
president of West the production The general conJahn Carter Frankfort third vIcet- I business
fOU mare in bank deposits
meeting will be held by
An organisation meeting of the
Harm, naturalist and wildlife art- Kentucky Productions Inc recog- census WAS that the play is more
Prewilene
Vetancn atch T0w1P- the Legion at which time nee of— -RECOVERY TO MEET
lat. will be at Kentucky Dam Vil- nized a number of persons in the don't knit than last year, and Little League Mother's Auxiliary
fourth
rice- president; hears will be installed
mown* to Idnireille
• These fifty females
Recovery Inc. will meet Thurs- lage State Park, near Ciilbertsville. large audience who have been
portrays more powerfully the stort will be held on Tuelday bet steen
inMurray mean 53 more arAce 10 slanit Mid. Loulmvaln trensurer.
All Legiormsnes and their faint- day. July 2nd at
sidnes at the Murray Clity Park.
the Calloway July 9 arid at Kentucky Lake State strumental in getting the product- 1 of Western Kentucky
town and 510.000 more ta annual and Mrs La Von Ellis. Elisabeth- ben are oordially Invited to attend. County
Health Coaster at 7:30 p.m. Park. near Herdin. July 10
ion underway
The entire production seems to
gown.
secretary
retail sales
AT HOME NOW
Robert D Bell, State parks comHe also recognized several per-1 have greater force than it did last
Min Lois Mayrue. Louisville, wife
Graham Etibb. who recently onantamamie. an that the noted pain- sons in the
year.
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incluchng
l
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Otnnier-Journal cartoonist. Hugh
Their pessesse here will came
demerit surerey in Memphis. has
ter on the night listed will pin. Governor Breathitt's parents. Mr., The pmduction
will show for the returned home and is
outer people 10 be emploved tomese Haynie. was owned as naUonal
sent a proaran of wildlife study and Mrs. Edward
reported reT.
Breathitt,
Sr.,'
next
nine Weeir-s,
than. and mil tiallee two new IF 00111Milltelerelliati without optician
covens nicely.
and interpretation, plus a presention
had Mum in span.
ation of hi.% pamitings
—
°overripe Iktward T Breathitt.
The next morning at each place.
As we sa0. Orme return% are not Who 'Poke earlier in the canvention.
.Harm wih 'ondUct a nature walk
exact Issoswee we used the figures Wes advised of the election rehighlighted by nterpretations .of
0 for • new lactory luring 1.000 tri- mita and sent a meavage to the
wildlife and nature
test end took $ per cent of those II:envies-ion that he would invite
On Sat artist mine and Sunday
neural's.
SI the candidates, winners and
+morning. Jun 11.12. he will be at
(Castleman ea Page 4)
Imam to meet with him in FrankPenn on ile Fore st St ate Park, near
fort soon to discus how they can
Dawson Springs
help Democratic candidates
This special recreation offering
Senator Hubert Humphrey of
'41424 star led last summer by the
Minnesota. spoke at the opening
Kentucky Department of Parks.
dinner of the convenuon in place
Bell said, to provide additional
of Senator Edward M Kennedy
variety in the recera LIOI1 program.
trIeW YoftX Ore
Swimmer BM
!special to the Ledger • Theses) Ss to determine how the
conIt proved Menet succensful last
damperatrd Sunday who was injured last week in •
NEW YORK, June 27 — Resi- sumer. locally and in other parts
season and also in the 1964 dates
Sent off 1"1re Damn N V. While plume crash in his Mane state
dents of Calloway County devoted of the cOftry. is distributing his
thus far at ftll if it her State parks.
attempt usg to swim the Atlantic
• minor part of the money they retail boiler
()roan the U 8 Cosa Guard resent in neon stores in the past
In Calloway County, the report
cased
year to purcheses of food and cars, Mae, food purchases in bakeries.
The Cost Guard aid it had diea tabulataun shows
butcher shops. dencatessena and
patehed boots and planet to search
Such purchases accounted for 54 In other local food emporia reachthe area for her
pervert< of all retail businenn local- ed $4.918.000 in the year. an in Men Sullivan. the dimmed moly.
The Murray American Legion
cress over the previous year's $4 ther of a seven year aid dweller.
team traveled to Clinton Saturday
It compares with 43 percent so- 120.000
plunged Into the mean off Mew
Murray realdente William Hin*. spent elsewhere
This sum, which represented 20 for a double-header Clinton took
in the United
NUM Welt Wednesday and lad been rectsvina the MS degree in phyaRates and 46 percent in the East percent of all retail business local- the first game 3 to 2 with Don
swimming toward Montauk Point, cal education. and Suzanne Moyer,
South central States
ly. was solely for food bought for leaughn being the knew pitcher.
N V. when she dbappeared
A B. French, were graduated in
The figures for the year show home coneuinption
Not included Faughn gave tip three hits, one
The Marine Center 35. a 35 foot Jtirie from Indiana University as
that the changing times are pro- was the amount spent for outside walk and struck out ten
boat acconmany the ay:Untrue re- part of that University's largest
ducing corresponding thins in the eating and drinking
Hayden Boyd was the winning
ported Mat Mksa Sullivan. a native graduating dam;
way people are spending their
The food purchases lit Calloway pincher for the second game as
of Ottana, Nab a failed to keep a
A total of 5.350 degree candidates money As incomes nee. a smaller County were- at the rate of $727 Murray won 2 to 0 in extra inrettdezvous between 10 00 p in and
were eligible to participate in I U,'s proportion of the available cash
per kicsI family. determined by nings Boyd pitched a one hitter
12 00 p in Sunday night.
176th oorrrnenceinent ceremony — needed for basic living oasts,
dividing the total outlay by the and struck out 15 and gave no
Capt LI•urefare Griffith. skipper
3977 June graduates and 1.373 who that more of it may be spent for number of families
walks Sykes drove In the two
of the boot. was *eked whether Man
were wriedulled to finish by Sep- luxury items
The automotive market was also ning runs with a double
Aullivan could have been picked tm
Mike Sykes and Lynn Stranak
The facts are brought out in the a sturdy one. according to the reby smiths boat
The totals represent candidates annual marketing study made by port Sales of oars. boats, motor - collected two hits each
"Na." GrUllth said "Unita.; the
Tonight the Legion team will
for bachelor's. master and doctoral the Standard Rate and Data Ser- Cycles and related products came
boat did not have • radio"
to $8.926.000 looeny It was equi- play Dresden at the Murray High
1,373 summer
(triffah raid the swimmer mu degrees Names of the
vakent to 36 percent of the retail Field at 7:30.
announced later.
last wen rive miles east of a bury rruduates+ will be
dollar
a
The ceremonies win-e presided
in the viemay it Ftris Bland Inlet.
Special for The Ledger and Tenets
The rise in spending during the
The children are attending a'camp operated by the Kentte Icy
over by 1U President Elvis J.
VACATIONING HERE
year made It parable for mast reFRIENDSHIP AT CAMP
special camping period for young- Society for Crippled Children alStain, who slay conferred honort'IFIERKY NAMED
tail stablahrnents to top their
- Tun Calloway County'
, sters with hearing handicaps. Thir- 1 eludes bottitnr_ fishing, swimming
KY-'oc
ary degrees wain
previous records
Mr and Mrs Hone Wrathet and youngeten are rnionne a 3-week ty-nine children from 18 Kentucky in a heated pool. cook
-nuts. nature
Dane! M Shoup, retired
Gen
LOUISVILLE 17V - Mike Cherry
Bales of general merclandise. in children Cheryl. Senn and Shelley stay at Camp Kvsoc. neon Carroll- 1 counties are attending the program lore and knowledge
The you/lest ers
72. of Murray, ass elected chitin commandant of the US Marine
10 Vain. Pam hiesmailansi
deportment
variety of Birmingham. Michigan are va- ton Shown at the friendship pole which began June 14 and nalds
stores
anti
altai
mania unannage auutuaan
are
man of the 1st District Young lie- Corps. the Res -Reuben H
dhow, amounted to $1,173,000, or cationing at their cottage on Ken- In this photo, second from left. July 3
conversallOTIRI speech.
mocrete today,, at a district meet- • pregiding bishop of the Evangetucky Lake They hate as their Charles Anderson of 302 South
5 percent of the dollar
progritm
The
eponsored
is
by
the
The 3-week camp ti• pc-rust is
ing held On-• Connectton with the Ina' United areathren Church:
Western Kentucky — Party clouOutlete for wearing apparel, such trusts this week Mr. Wrathens 15th Street. Murrai,. presents a Kentucky
Society
Crippled expected to
for
be equal to several
Yeutter
Dernocrsan
Clubs state Gordon N Ren secretary amend dy and very warm today through as shoes, hats and clothing. grossed parents Mr and Mrs
J B. Wra- %mailer friendship pole to his sister Children and the WHAS Crusade
of the John Sun on Guggenheim Tuesday with
t months of out-patient therapy bemeeting
a chance of Isolated $1.449,000, equal to 6 percent
ther of Royal Oak. Michigan and Lends. The friendship pole Mg!d- for Children. A grant of $5.000 to
Pat Wilson, Golden Pond. was Memorial Pure! and His Excel- afternoon and evening thunderMures handling furnit ure and Mrs. Wrather's parents Mr. and ries evens:emir friendship between the Kentucky Society made the cause therapy is given continually
nig Pin Maluku/. showers High today mid 90it Low
elec.tel Vice, chatmuut and Wayne lency Mon I
other home furnishings chalked tip Mrs. Rex W. Nutten. also of Royal the CAM At left is Jim Watkins, special camp ses.sitm pawible.
on a daily baste, reported the tamp
Harris of Logan Mont• secretary.
niinieter of eittotition in Thailand tonight upper Ms
$1,051.000. or 4 percent.
Oak
counselor, Louisville
Activities at the Easter Seal'director.
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Ladle; Day Golf at the Calloway
County Country Club is set for Wednesday with the tee off time being
8:30 annelid of the usual 9:00 o'clock.
Jimmy Sullivan, pro at the club
will hold a clinic from 8:00 to 8:30
for ladies wishing help with their
HUI Young 22, a Murray Student golf.
Pairtrws are as follow :
FRONT at the University of Kentucky
SEM AND HEARD
Mrs. Clyde L. Junes of 1302 Farris School ml LAIN has been named as
Eleanor Lauguld. Evelyn Jones,
has a huge squash pkuit out in her second vice-president of the Young Betty Jo Purdom, Mary ?rasters
Democratic
Clubs
Kentucky.
of
• yard By there the other day and
Ben.
she wat gathering them
Mice Purdorn. Lou Dorset, Rebec-

Two Murrayans Get
MS Degree From
Indiana University

er

[CTS

Ladies Day Golf
Planned Wednesday

Seen & Heard Bill Young In
High Office,
Around
MURRAY Young Demos

O

use Metbenht Megan
W 4rci.r. Pains
•
Turd eandans

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, June 29, 1964

COURT STUDIES PROPOSED BUDGET TODAY
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00a m
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The War for the Union 1861-65 in
Pictures

The lit. ass. Douglas MaoArthur chow* Norfolk. Va.,
for his tomb because ft was his
mother'S
birthplace and whore his parent
s were
married_
Arthur MacArthur. born In Massac
husetts
In 1845 to parents who moved
to Wisconsin,
sought to get into the crowded
U. S. Military Academy in 1861. Turned
away, he en.
listed in the 24th VVIscoasin Infant
ry. Having fought with bravery and
conspicuous
leadership at Franklin, Perryvi
lle, Stones
River and Mianonary Ridge, he
was an 18year-old first lieutenant who
had been cited
repeatedly. (After the war MacAr
thur was
awarded the Medal of Honor
in the name of
Congress for heroism at Missio
nary Ridge.)
Further gallantry and effectivenes
s as an
Officer won him promotion to
major at 19
and lieutenant colonel at 20.
He was wounded in action three times.
His decision to make the
Army a career
meant reversion to lieute
nant. MacArthur
earned advancement back
to lieutenant
colonel, then up to colonel.,
brigadier arid
major general in the Weste
rn Indian campaign, the Cuban liberation
war. Philippines
pacification operations. He
was military
governor of the Philippines,
1900-190L
He had married Mary Pinckn
ey Hardy in
1875. Their son Douglas
was born at a
frontier post in 1880, while
the Army still
had much Indian fighting
to do. Douglas
grew up determined on a milita
ry career. A
West Point cadet while his
father was in the
Philippines, he began his own
service in the
islands following graduation
in 1903.
When Arthur MacArthur,
who had been
advanced to lieutenant general
in 1906. died
in 1912.
—CLARK RINNAIRD
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By GAY PAULI?
UPI Women's Misr
NEW YORK t
- -Singing is
good for a women. good for the
thelined at the Peat Oflice, Murra
y, Kentucky, for transmissioll es home"
Women who sing "have
Second Clam Matter.
hghter hearte, happier viewpoints"
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrie
These are the words of Mrs W.
r in Murray, per week 24. pas
mouth liSe. In Calloway and &answe
r's counties, per year, $4.5in else- Ea‘ri Spafford a widow a grandwhere, ee.00.
mother of nine and the president
of an organization wlvose singing
-The Outstanding Civic Asest
of • Community is the
mothers eould make a ohm's of
Integrity of de Newspapermore than 41.000 voices if all could
be amembled in some vast concert
MONDAY - JUNE 29. 1964
hall.
Belle S Spatford for 30 years has
been president of the Relief Society
of the Mormon Cburch. The society
is. at 122 years. the oldest national
By UNITED PlithsS INTERNAiit
thase
women's onnimanson in the United
WASHINGTON -- President Johns
on, saying the United St.i.tes
States is prepared to risk war to
The singing mothers are part of
preserve freedom in South
Viet Nam:
the society's wale international pro"When necessary we will take
that risk. But as long as gram of education and welfare and
I am President I will spare neith
grea out of the words of the
er my office nor myself in they
pmphe
, laseph &flak
the quest for peace."
Mre spat_
ford said
fthe quoted the Mormon prophet.
TOKYO — A Communist Chine
se radio editorial, moni- -a
song of rtchteoushess Is a praytored into Tokyo. warning It will
not -fold its arms" if the erunto me
and it shall be answerUnited States presses their anti
-communist activities in ed with a blessing on their
heeds"
Viet Nam:
First Sorb Concert
• The U.S. administration would be
It was in 1940. she said. that the
woefully mistaken if it
ft! Arthur MacArthur as a tees
'eludes itself into thinking
-age officer
that it could do whatever it Relief Society inaugurated the plan
in 1862. MI. rise teas not so rapid
as Galepiaased in Indochina."
of having the singing mothers from
the Penny packer's. The Latter visa
a tube
many chapters brought together
colonel at 20,•brigadier general a
year later.
so one large chorus - their first
NEW YORK -- The Rev Georg
e Lawrence, an aide to
Distrieuted by Elm Features Syndicate
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Dr. Marini Luther King. Jr., sayin
g Sen. Barry Goldwater
tor the society's annual conference
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at its Salt Lake City headquarters.
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nominee for President,
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-----disease
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PHILADELPHIA. Miss. — The
Nes York to perform at the World's
Rev. Roy C,ollum. minister
The decision by the FTC did not elated to
go into effect Jan 1, 1965.
Pair Pavition oppoeite the Mormon
of the First Baptist Church in
Philactelj.:uia contending in a
set down specific language
that Advertising is affected on July 1,
• N 1101'. at the World's Fair It
sermon the town is being falsel
adverti
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y blamed for the disappear- the
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concerts. Mrs Meaner Ellen Neeyear cigarette packages and ad- cancer and other diseases "
son Barnes. of Washington. D C..
1 1916,
vertising must carry a warning that
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The FTC announcement promptFTC Chairman Paul Rend Dixon
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Du Quoin
Fair To Draw
op Racers

When asked shy there were no
Re% ....d Mie Robert E Jarm
an and children of Greens- singing
fathers choruses. Mrs Spatborn. N1 . have been
visiting friends in Murray.
DU QUOIN III
.Special' The'
He is a ford sm`led and
former pastor of the First
answered. *well
' lesideeta fastest -crowing envision in
Christian Church in Murray.
we are a seaman's organization
."
United
States Auto Club's foisThe Relief Society has 302.000 members in all 50 states and 51 foreign Mame operation win return to the
Of 114.1)
TRW/AN RAZIED
_1 countries. she said. More than 41.- Dlatallein eiente Fair this year to
MONROE N T
- The Demau it metonzed racing fans of
MALDEN Mama i
-- A 2511- 000 of them are singers
reacratic Party s Deed. and Bueed
the finest three-dey prOgrlan in the
year-oid sateen structure. which
.r. the Duet They Swallowed
Poor Wur was knotin as the
Heil Moon
tlid Greeley
Whole, and then Tat tin.
With A. J. Poet sinner of this
- is being hoed to rimer
Swelled Up end Bust
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year's Indianapolis -500". expected
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Plaii•
Valage of &red operated it until his death in too of clav-Pattect Piants be mirth. 110 champ. Bob Wente. Ls
liken to
dumb Cove
1700 Dur.rriz the American Reece sheen a
half inch deep with an lead the field Saturday Sept.
el.
teem. ees.twie aetmeed at the ordinary kitche
Went, a native St. Loungers sucn fork advises the
Other peeitical ergo of' the past
Potted
Plant Information Center ceeded Jimmy Davies as king of the
ettit ury .re lude ( imp-Sign lighting. Latter of Bunker Hill in Charleshere The es to permst more ef- midgets INK reur alter (Intoning
camp-sign hat h,nn, r and butsn14-•all- a few nWell Insn here, were fertiw. water penetration
through ond behind the veteran Menticeleo.
thee
brought to the tavern for treatipent.: the roots
hid . driver three yeure in a row.
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this
yest. however. b"N' Parnella Jorge•
who is beck in the thick of midget
exannution .111d wa.s aul early- Adel' after winning three of his fire
fee earta
Other tap =dew /re...re whom
Fair reetia (tremor William Hayes
hopes to gum Ter the lei Quoin
event are Tenney Copp. FrerinO,
Calif,
. and Mel Konyun. Davenport,4
bowie who ranked second and third.
respectively. liehltici Wente In final
1963 itaiscluigis
Reserved seats in the math grandeland are now aVALIttbk• for ell
three motcrized races as well as
Mr all other attractions at the Du
Quoin Fair which opens Sunday
Ate 30

Fifth Avenue
Look Sought
By Big Church

tian Century nuigasine with a blast
of righteous anger at what he calls
"profligate and irresponsible expenditures by churches for selfcentered. C N en foolish purposes."
He says he appreciates a.sthetic
beauty as well as the next fellow
and would be delighted for churches
to have the finest architecture, art
and
if they had unlimited
resources
But in actual fact. church funds
By LOUIS CASSELS
United Prom International
are limited. and every dollar spent
A famous New yes* church is on bricks is one lees dollar available
for
ce $860 000
's missio
theto ag
rch
iveltec
n to lost and
itst front
eathis
uffthe
mugchurch
human
beings.
entrance what
" a Fifth Avenue look."
-To spend hundreds of thousands
Another well-known church in I of dollars on statues, stones, c:irthe same city is invesiing $160,00 pets and urge's.;
. ,a sin against
0
In new atone carvings to „enrich..! hungering humanity," says
Dr
Its already-lavish Gothic
facade. Redd. "It is alien to . . . tile spirit
A third church is laying out
of Christ. who was concerned
t128.not
000 to "improve" its pipe orgazi
with the paraphernalia of
religion
New York churches have no
but
with
true
faith."
monopoly on this kind of thing
Or, Red recalls that Jesuit said
Similex examples could be cited from
al- very pl ey. "Do not l.ty up for
most any community in Americ
yourselves trilsures on e .rth . .
a
To Dr Clyde H Reid
professor for where your treasure is, there
of pew:note theology
at Union veil your her: be also."
Theological Seemlier). New
York, "When vet tot e e
our church rethe idea of churchee
spending so sou-ces in eia,_1•.
• treasures --- camuch money on
taentselves is 1 tie:kale. statua
ry, ..t.11.:If I glass scandalous
I how can we expect our hearts
Dr Reid has let go in
ti be
the Chris- elsewhere."
he asks.
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Cleveland Donald

Senator Eastland

DARKENING CLOUDS-KU Klux Klan cross ilefte lights up the sky In southern ellssiseippl
as the gathering storm of racial unrest hot ers over the elate. Southern Miesissippi is
said to contain' no fewer than 60.0(53 armed men. In Jacksab (see map) armed Negroes
guard the office of the Council of Federal , egerazations, target of extremists, and the
FBI has been strengthened in the state. Opening of Freedom Schools this Slimmer will
complicate, the situntien. Neer° student Cleveland Denalei
1114M!t4.4 recently to I. niVeryty of 1.11••i•etypt •t Oxfore. Meanwhile. nee P,, I Johnson and Senator James Eest•
Laid Lays vowed they well mat tolerate violence when crises develop.
(Central Prose)
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RE DEAL

UPI Sports Writer
high in the major leagues-and rais- for Washington,
By GEORGE C. LANGFORD
ed the Twins' home run production
'Fresh's blast, the first grand-slam
The Minnesota Twins keep hit- this season to 114 in only
'72 games. of his career, came off Norm Sherting home runs a hile frustrated The season
record is 240 round trip- ry and capped an uphill climb by
club
President Calvin
Griffith pers set by the' New York Yankees the Yankees who trailed 5-2 in the
wheels and deals for pitchers who in 1961,
fourth. Rookie Joe Sparma, former
will make the slugging worthwhile,
The Baltimore Orioles increased Ohio State quarterback, gave up
Griffith has engineered 14 play- their league lead to
four games only two hits in four innings of reer changes in the last two weeks. over ,the Yankees
by beating Wash- lief hurling in the nightcap to even
including four in the past three ington. 6-4, while
New York was his record at 1-1.
days, but his powerful Twins still sphtting a
doubleheader with the
Don Demeter had two homers in
are no better than four place in Detroit Tigers.
winning the(
*mei' the opener. Dick McAuliffe added
the American League because they on an eighth-inning
grand-slain by his llth and Norm Cash connected
can't get the kind of pitching to Tom Trash. 8-6, but
losing 6-5 on in the nightcap for the 'Dicers.
match their tremendous hitting.
Gates Brown's sesenth-inning homFelix Mantilla and Frank Malzone
However, Griffith sees a ray of er in the nightcap.
each hit two 'home runs in the Red
hope.
In other American League games. Sox sweep over the Indians which
The Twins bought relief hurter Boston beat Cleveland twice.
8-4 and boosted Boston into fifth place. Dick
Johnny Klippstein front the Phila- 4-3, and Kansas City
shut out the Radtatz hurled two scoreless relief
delphia Phillits Sunday and last Loa Angeles Angela 4-0.
innings in the first game and 2 2-3
week they obtained veteran Al
San Francisco blanked Los Ang- more in the second to preserve vicWorthington, both of whom Grif- eles. 1-0. in the National League.
tories' for Bill Spanswick and Bill
fith feels will bolster Ins bullpen. Cincinnati took two from
POW- Monboutquette.
Harmon Killebrew, Bob Allison burgh. 6-2, and 6-5; Chicago
be
Leon Wagner slugged his 16th
and Zodo erisaies crashed home Houston 10-2, then lost the nightcap
and 17th homers in the first game
runs Sunday for Twins in a six- in 10 innings, 4-1: Philadelphia
split for the Indians and Dick Stuart
run seventh inning as Minnesota with St. LOW& winning 5-0
then he his 14th for Boston. First game
plastered the Chicago White lox, bodnit 8-2. and Milwaukee swept a
loser Dick Donovan also hornered.
9-3.
twin bill from the New York Meta,
Dieg-o Segni pitched a five-hit
Rookies Shine
7-6 and 9-0.
shutout over the Angels to raise his
But what elated Griffith more
ORIOLES BREAK TIE
recard to 7-6. The A's scored two
than the home runs was the oneThe Orioles captiland.e an two unearned runs in the f test, Nelson
hit relief pitching of winner Worth- errors in the eighth inning to
break Matthews homered in the third and
lnwton over the last 3 1-3 innings a 4-4 deadlock with ten runs
to ex- the final run soored on a sacrifice
and the hitting and defensive work ,tend their winning streak to
six fly. Barry Latman 2-6 was the loser.
of rookies Ron Henry, a icateher, games Heckle Herman Sktarrente,
and Jan Sander, a aecood bowman, in relief of Wally Bunker. picked up
who joined the club Saturday, Each his first win Jackie Brandt led the
drove in a run with a double and Oriole' with a single and double.
Alcoholism is not just drunkenrespeotivelY,
Bob Johnson added a homer for ness. It is drunkenness plus Killebrew's homer wee hie 27th- Baltimore and Jim King connected addictacn.

Giants Are Back In First Place, Thanks
To A Sore-Armed Pitcher, Billy O'Dell

CEASEFIRE
liNE 1954

U. Aleals Johnson

-, LINES

Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor

"SIGNAL" TO RED CHINA-Appointment of Gen. Maxwell D.
Taylor as ambassador to South Viet Nam in place of Henry
Cabot Lodge is considered a sure signal to Red China that
the U.S. is determined to halt spread of Communism in
Southeast Asia_ Taylor's chief aide, Undersecretary of State
U. Alms Johnson, is considered one of the most &killed behind-scenes operatives in the government.
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"COUNTERINSURGENCY BOAT"-That is the name given to this new species of shallowdraft. turbme-propelled craft boasting high
maneuverability amid swamp grasses and
kindred hindrances in water no more than seven inches
deep. Constructed of welded aluminum by Republic Ai!anon Corp., the craft is
23 feet long, has a 9-foot beam and can
carry a 2,000-poynd payload.

TV CAMEOS: Range Riders

•
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•

•

•

The stars ef NBC-TV's "I
"-Don Blocker, Mite London, Lorne Brooms and Pension
Roborts-gallop toward the camera atop four mounts they've ridden throughout this series.
By ID MISURELL
IF YOU'RE an old western
film fan, you'll recall that the
good guy's horse frequently got
equal billing with his master like Tom Mix and Tony and the
Lone Ranger and Silver.
This came about because
such trick horses had a lot going for them. They could untie
knots to free the hero, open
doors, stamp out fires, and
whinny for help when the bad
guys looked as if they were
getting away with the town
bank's gold and cash. And
when the picture ended, the
hero nuzzled his four-legged pal
and not the girl.
All this changed when the
deluge of westerns hit the nation's TV screens some years
back. In place of yesterday's
equine stars is a lesser-known
but essential breed, typified by
the four horses used on NBCTV's long-running "Bonanza"
series.
• • •

•

ng
•

No Horsing Around With This Equine Quartet

•

celluloid Immortality of Tony
and Silver, they have attained
some sort of status. Although
they are fed much the same
food as the other 200 head in
Jones' Stable, they are spared
the indignity of being saddled
each day with a different rider.
Each horse is assigned specifically to one of the four
"Bonanza" stars. The series is
the only one in which they
work.
• • •

be distinctive when captured on
film and would also relate to
their individual riders.
As head of the clan, Ben
Cartwright (Lorne Greene)
rides Dunny Waggoner, a 12year-old thoroughbred buckskin
that stands 15-1 and weighs
1.100 pounds. Huge Dan Blocker, who portrays "foss" Cartwright, rides Chub, the largest
of the animals, a dark brown,
half-thoroughbred, half-quarter
horse that stands 15-3 and
weighs 1,250 pounds.
THE EQUINE quartet rates
The youngest of the Carttwo wranglers between them inwrights, Little Joe (Michael
stead of he one that would be
Landon), rides Cochise a 12assigned to four ordinary runyear-old pinto that stands 15-3
of-the-ranckhorses. These men
and weighs 1,150 pounds. Atop
travel in trucks with the "Bo- Sport,
the flashiest horse in the
nanza" horses from the stable
lot, is Pernell Roberts, who
to the studio or location spots,
plays Adam Cartwright. Sport
tend to them during working is seven-eighths
thoroughbred
time, and then truck back to and
weighs 1,100 pounds.
the stable, where they feed
• • •
them and bathe and brush them
ACCORDING to Bill Hurley,
before bedding them down for
"boss wrangler," who selected
the night.
the horses for the series, each
When shooting in over for the animal has a personality all its
THESE horses are seen, but season and reruns hit the air, own. The longer "Bonanza"
they're not heard. They don't the four horses go on vacation continues to run, the more the
rescue the heroes or untie Their shoes are removed and horses match the personalities
knots. They get no billing. they are allowed to graze hap- of the individual Cartwrighta.
They can't act and aren't ex- pily. They are bathed once a
When the series finally comes
pected to. And they're not even week and groomed and exer- to an end you can be certain
owned by the stars who ride cised lightly to keep them in of one thing. The equine fourthem. They're rented from the trim and good color.
some, because of long and faithFat Jones Stable in North HolBecause "Bonanza" is shot in ful service, has won Immunity
lyawood at an average of 11100 color and because of the diver- from the glue factory. Quiet
per week per horse.
gent personalities of the four retirement to lush grazing
Despite the fact that they chief characters in the series, grounds will eventually be in
aren't destined to achieve the horses were selected that would store for the quartet.
Distributed be Ring Tenures Sysdicate

By GEORGE C. LANGFORD
, in ,the opener then dropped the 10Walt Bond, who Siomered In :tale
UPI Sports Writer
inning sesand game, 4-1; Milwaukee °penes' for liouston, cracked a
The San Francisco Grants are swept the New York Mets, 7-6, 9-0, run
blast,blast. ho 11th, in the 10 th amback in first place today, thanks and Cincinnati toppled Pittsburgh ine
of the nightcap to top a threeto a sore-armed pitcher who cast his twice. 6-2. 6-5.
run rally. Reliever Lindy MoDani 1
lot with the best bullpen staff in
American League results found 1-4 was the loser and Don Nottethe National League.
Baltimore whipping Washington 6- bart 3-7 55'a5 the victor. Ron SisiVa
The pitcher is lefthander Billy 4. Boston sweeping Cleveland 8-5 caineeted
for Chicago in the loss
O'Doll, 'who recently shuffled off end 4-3: Kansas City tapping Los
The- Braves put toecther a six-rurs
to ahe Giants' relief come after en- Angeles. 4-0: the New York Yankees first
inniog in the opener off rookcounternst arm miseries to join ace -plating with Detroit, winning the ie
Darrell Sutherland and a fin firemen Gaylord Perry and Bob Liener. 8-4, then losing, 4-3: and run
fifth in the nightcap again*
Shaw.
Minnesota stopping Chicago, 9-3,
veteran Frank Lary for their twin
In his last three rescue efforts.
Chris Short improved his league- victory over the Mets. Denny LsO'Dell has registered one win and leading earned-run average, shutimitator 8-5 and Tony Clorunger 6-7
ts IPS VPS. including a sptatacular t'inet out the Cardinals on five hits
received the wins. Hank Aaron aist
I ninth-inning job Sunday when he and striking out eight for hia sixth
Rico Carty hornered for /he Brave,
retired three consecutive Las An- I win in 10 decisions.
The Reds snapped a five-gams
gel?, Dsditer hatters with the bases I Ray Sadecki 8-6 was the beneloaded to preserve a 1-0 victory factor of the Phillies' errcrs in the Pittelsoreh a:Online streak with the for rooSie sensation Ron Hertel and eeand game. Bial White had four dsubleheader victory although Cinboost the Giants into first place for hits and drove in three runs and cinnati hurlers allswed 25 hits du 'Mg the afternoon, Vada Pirw•In
the first time in two weeks.
Lou Brock added three hits and and
John Edwards led the Reds' ofThe relegation of O'Dell. a con- scored three for the Cardinals.
fense.
aLstent Giant starter for the last
Vets Continue Climb
four years and a 14-game winner
Two veterans who appeiared
John Tskouris 4-5 went the dolast year to the bullpen were un- ugh last year for the Cutts contin- Lance for the opening win. at I
noticed because Willie Maya was ued their 1934 about-face. Bob Bald Jim IVIaloney. with eighth-in:nits
grubiong the headlines with his 9-3 four-hit Hounton in the opener rcliet help, took the second.
sensnuonal hitting.
and Ernie Banks contributed his
O'Dell's sore arm also gave Herbel loth homer and two doubles to raise
his first opportunity to dart. Sun- ha average above .300. Billy Cowan
day the 26-year-old
nghthander and Dick Bertell also homered for
picked up has sixth victory in nine the Cubs. and John Bateman condecisions. scattering eight hits and nected for the Colts,
striking out four, and gave the
Giants a sweep of their four-game
set with the world champs,
Mills Split Two
The Philedelphia Phillies. who
suddenly have been corning apart C
WE'LL BANISI
defensiveh. split a ckxdoleheader
with the St. Louis Cardinals,
THEM FOR G001
lung 5-0 than drooping an 8-2 decmon in the nightcap when they
Is the persistent presence
committed six seises fulrl two mental
of silverfkll getting yot.
blurders The loss dropped the Phils
down? We'll get them ow
a half-game behind San Francisco,
BIRMINGHAM. Ala.
-- More
ationla
Houston
otieu
ue actao10-n3. than $660,000 will be distributed
hewo
r N
the
l tLeag
lnot
cuts
of your hisuse or apart
ment to STAY out!
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nie Moore said Friday.
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By OSCAR FRALEY
ft'PI Sports Writer
NEW YORK I PI - Two of the
world's best - known marksmen
were off today on safari in Africa.
One is Joe nes, the commissioner of the American Football League, wero not only has hunted just
about everywhere else but also proved his "eye" by shooting down 26
enemy pl nes as a World War II
sea
The other is Robert Stack. atlas
1131ot Ness And if you ever saw him
as the hero of the televialon
tauchablis" you know this feller
never, ever missed %I'll his trusty
'They flew otst Friday night for
London. which is only a watering
spa for their camels, or whatever it
ts thew kind of iharpsnooters use
In conquering the veldt. From there
they fly dime to Nairobi and then
proceed by Chiliglains on a hunting
expeditien thrnughont Kenya and
Tanganyika.
, "We're going after cape buffalo,
lions, elephante, leopaxds and iumearted other sniff." Pon explained in
his slow. drawling fashion.
Enthused Over Trip
Fir-e. a f..nner gcvernor of his
restive state of South Daktsa. was
enthused about the trip because
while he has nunted in the skies
enamel to wui the congrissional
medal of honor he never has lined
smelting in Isis sights in Africa.
"Clot me a real big polar bear one
time." he recalled.
"On the record, it's number 15
In SaT, Most have weighed. oh.
about 1.600 nomad."
Stack has valid credentials aside
from televiebon He in a former tap
and skeet shooting champion who
won *knee* enough cups In which
to carry his money. And east's a
lot of cup
,
-Aside from those blanks on television." Stack grinned. "I've used
up more than my share of quells
and bullets I reckon we'll be able
to take cure of each other."
Poen explained for the benefit Of
anybody who might think he Isis
stuffing off the imminent start of
APT training sips- Ions that he had
saved his vaciatien for this jaunt.
Gets' TV CONTRACT
Joe probably soled take a year
off and none of the AFL owners
Would mind after the $36 million
contract he signed with television
for the five years starting in 1965.
"There's no question but what it
solid economic floor under
puts
our league," he agreed. " A lot of
folks might have thought at' were
fly-by-nights until this came about.
One thing sore, that contract has
convinced the general public that
we're in business to stay and the
re:praise in advance sales is absolutely ania7Atng,"
But. vetting back to lions, tigers
and such, Joe said that this safari
would be one of the "big kicks" of
his life.
He added, "I really have only one
major worry
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American League
W. L. Pet. GB
Baltimore
46 25 643
New York
40 28 568 4
37 29 .561 6
Chicago
Minnesota
38 37 .536 8
Boston
35 37 481 11
neland
33 35 485 11
Los Angeles
35 39 473 12
Detroit
12 38 471 12
Washington
38 45 392 18
Kerises City
M 44 389 18
Saturday's Results
New Yerk 5 Detroit 4. 10 inns,
Baltimore 3 Wastungton 1
Cleveland 4 Barton 2
Minnesota 5 Chicago 3
Karreas City 2 Le Angeles 1
Sunday's Results
Boston 8 Cleveland 5, 1st
Berton 4 Ciesekind 3 2nd
New York 8 Detroit 6. Int,
Detroit 6 New York a hid
Palt.inx,re 6 Washington 4
M nines,ta 9 Chicago 3
Kara--as City 4 Los Angeles 9
Tuesday's (lames
Chicago ae, Cleveland. night
Detroit st Waslungton. iitght
Mamma& at Baltunore
Kansas City it Wenn
Los Angeles at New York, 2, Urinight
----National Lessee
W. L. Pet, GB
San Francisco
44 27 .620
Floladelphia
42 26 618

.. 38 31 561 5
Pittabinvh
37 Xi 529 6,,
Cincinneal
34 33 507 8
Chicago
38 36 500 8,,
IR. Louis .
34 37 479 10
Milwaukee
34 39 466 11
Houston
33 38 406 II
Lon Angeles
21 53 7a2 25's
.
New York
Saturday's Results
Pittsburgh 4 Cincinnati 2
Prenctsco 9 Los Angeles 1
St Loins 9 Philadelphia 4
Chicago 2 Houston 1
Milwaukee 9 Nev. York 6
Sunday's Results
San Frani-lee° 1 IAA Angeam 0
Cinetruntl 6 Pittaburvh 2. 1st
Cmicantasti 6 Pitteteurgri 5. and
Chicago 10 Houston 2. lit
Houston 4 Chicago I. 2rei, 10 Ulna
Phila4el7hias Bt. LOWS 0. iflit •
St Limits 8 Philadelphia 2, 2nd
.
Milwaukee 7 New Tort 6. 1st
Milwaukee 9 New York 0. hid
Tinaday's Games
Cincinnati at Chicago
Milwaukee at St LOMA
PlaDatielphia ,a Houston. night
New York at San Frew-ism
tOillY ramie scheduled ,
- It is estknat ed that about 70.000,000 Deniable in the United Stated
use alcoholic beverages. 5.000,0011
of these ore alcoholics

}"OR WOMI-1N . . .
NATURALIZER SHOES
licgulsr 310.99 to S1-1.99

WASH at BOONES
COIN LAUNDRY
PARK CNDERVGREEN AWNING

RAIN OR SHINE

Now '6.90

SMARTAIRE SHOES
Regular 5E.99 to $10.99

Now '4.90 & '6.90
FOR MEN. . .
ROBLEE SHOES
Regular si 2.99 to 313'.99
Now '8.90 &'12.90

when the sun is the hottest your ear will be as cool
as under a shade tree!

PEDWIN SHOES
Regular 510.99 to $12.99

All Three Stores
Air-Conditioned

Now '7.90
FOR CHILDREN . . .
BUSTER BROWN

For Your Comfort!
Ito, WASH

BETTER

FOR

LES0SI *

Regular 57.50 to ftft.99

BOONES

Now '4.90

Adams Shoe Storc

Coin Laundries

Court Square
Oln

•
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Family Picnic Held
Friday Evening By
Penny Homemakers

Marriages

Miss Verda Slaughter Becomes Brill
Mrs. Regis Ferlin
Thomas Nevi! McCoy In Home Ceremony Honored At Shower
At The Club Howe
)
eh-ennui:eh
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August Wedding Is Planned

A lovely rrusoellaneous shower
was gives in the home of Mrs.
Regis Ferlin. the former Sheila
George, at the Murray Woman's
Club-Mouse on Tuesday. June 9, at
wren o'clock in the evening
The gracious hostesses for the
arena ocoamon were Mrs. Lucille
Kelley. Mrs Christine Kelley. Mrs.
Clayriell Oanaely. Mee. Dorothy Haley and Mrs. Labe Wheeler
For the es eta the honoree chose
In wear a pink lace dress and Was
presented a teenage of pink noes
by the bestehen. Mrs Rosebud
George. mother of Mrs. Feritn,
wore a bear printed decron dress
and a notecases gift corsage of
yellow meee
Jennifer George, miter of the
brsde. and Patsy the kept the re-

11111MMIIIMINERT62.1.11111111111111.1

Dear Abby. ..

The Penny Homemakers Chub
held its annual family picnic at the
City Park on Friday. June 26,
at
six-thirty o'okxa in the evening.
Preceding the serving of the delicious basket supper, thanks were
offered by Jack Newsworthy
Thee present were Mrs. Delia
Gmbern, Mrs Leota Noes-worthy,
Mr and Mrs. Graham Feltner, Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Workman, Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Johnson and daughter, Karen, Mr_ and Mrs. Terry
haven and ctuldren. Julia, Gary,
and Paula. Mr_ and Mrs. J. B. Butbeen and chadren, Dennis and
Patsy, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norswatthy and sons. David and Jerry. Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and ctuldren.
Bnly and Janet.

Petty People!
Abigail Van Buren
=Mee7====

===a
DEAR ABBY: Our 12-year-old caning a lawyer, We.
son took our power lawn mower to
EDNA
•• • •
his aunt's house. which is near us.
He told her that her lawn needed
CONFIDENTIAL TO "DEDICATcutting and he would be glad to cut ED PARENTS" IN SEATTLE: I
It She asked how naafi he oharged. regret that you misunderstood my
and he mad he wouldn't charge her reply to "Heartbreak." I did not,
anytkung She told him to go ahead. and would not, advocate automatic
They have close to one acre.) Juat institutionalizing all mentally reas he was funstusig. ho uncle came tarded. Nor did I Imply that all
home and asked our boy if he had mentally retarded are "dangerous"
• • •
been paid for the nib yet. He said
Of America's
million retarded.
he wasn't charging anything Then may 210.001 are in institutions.
his uncle FORCED two dollars on Many are able to live happy, useour son. This evening. the wile cal- ful lives at home. Efforts are being
led me and said she thought it was made to educate parents of retardpretty cheap of our son to accept ed children as to the nature of rethe two dollars for a Job he agreed tardation, how it differs from mentWeinberg of Murray Star Chap- to do
for nothing Then she rt- al Illtness, how limited the life of
Game. were played with Mrs.
ter No 433 Order of the Eshitern
minded me for the fiftieth time of the retarded child will be, and how
Paul Turner and Ara Preach BarMar observed their annual Friendall the clothes her son had out- to help the (Mid accept these limnett being the recipients Of the
ship Night on Saturday. June 30,
grown and Ate had given me for itations. I hope that parents and
prizes
at seven-thlity o'clock in the evenour son What do you make of this? neighbors of retarded children will
The honoree opened her many
ing
lovely gilts for the guests to view.
How should it be handled?
write to the National Association
The chapter room represented an
'The refrestuneria were served
BURNED UP for Retarded Children, 384 Park
Old faenuon garden Card tables,
DEAR BURNED: Auntie Is "pret- Avenue S.. New ifork. for Informahum a beautifully appointed table
covered in red checked cloths, were
ty cheap." And should she again tion concerning this vital problem.
covered with pink cloth under
centered with
nuxuature fruit offer you hand-me-downs., suggest It is free.
While ace. and centered with a
bee Pee and red crepe paper
•. • •
lovely arrengemau of pink and
that she make the Salvation Army
et:earners
huh Inns the ceiling or Good
state roses. Party sandrichea.
Will Industries the obProblems? Write to ABBy, Box
and also Ja.pr.u,,,e lanterns The
cakes, nun., imnts and punch were
jects of her generosity.
19700. Los Angeles. Oath • 90069.
lterieene lamps were used
served.
Por a personal reply. encloee a
throughout the Hall
One hundred and ten gamete were
stamped, self-addreeeed envelope.
A clever skit entitled -Do You
••••
DEAR ABBY' Years ago my
present or sent gate.
Remember" was staged Mrs June thee we. also faced
with the ProHate
to
write
letters? Send one
Crider arid Mrs Prances Churchill Went of having the naithbora
dollar to ABBY. Box 60700. Los
%ere seated in srasque ohms oh huckene wander into our yard. Thts
ANCIENT COSTS
Angeles. eahf. 900e0. for Abby's
Wits earobn Tian
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usit, booklet -HOW TO WRITE LET- •
Mr and Mr", Buell Thu. 506 Ceseetilut Street Murray,
corn kernels. Then, us- TERS
announce the
FOR ALL OCCASIONS."
HOUSTON 11.1 - Those who sell erwagement
and approaching 11111147..oze of their youngest
thread.
daughter,
old abyecta want new prices for Oaroryn
teens
long
of
enough to reach the chicken's
to Martin James leserett of Pontiac. Michigan
years gone by As each
He Ls the son
them
school Mc, I:etr
of Mr and Mrs Phbert Everett, ale)) of Pontine
e pipture
was described members see_ I MOM. he threaded each kernel cif
0 Party antique dainties recently
Mies Tint as a 1964 graduate of Murray Colleve
and
High
Mr. &ad Mrs. Tbends Need eilehiry
, formed an amocuitaon to push
ach,AA and 84tend. ed Pare °f th" ParUCUilir Perm°n otcntierrn
for Everett it a 1961 inuluate of Pontiac
littacgl
of theedthr
noteIttoread
aead
the
:
High
more up-to-date pnoesfor their ed Murray State College.
nhern
Those taking part were (huh "PLIIMBE KEEP ME HOWE. I
The wedding of Miss Verde Of You Is loveand -What A warm.
Mr and yess-Thornas Nevi! McPorta, Hardin. Cans* Geurin, •
An A.uguta wedding IL planned.
FOOLISH "
Slaughter and Thanes Nevtl Mc- Sweet Way To
_
Say Oeodrught •
Murray. Mary Catherine Hancock.
Coy was eolerrunzed on Saturday Mencleknotin's
This didn't hurt the chickens, Coy were dinner guests Thursday
weddmg mirth was
Fulton. Rechard and Sue Bage- but they did lock mighty silly walk- evening of Mr and Mrs. Norman
June 30, n an impressive ceremony wed for the promisor:a
l.
at the hurtle of the tic-.de s codsins, .1rrangenterits
Mayfeeld. Irene Mxichuson. ing around with those mamma, Klapp
of white chrysanA number Of dinner parties have
3.
Mr and Mrs Orville Waaham. at themums, glachoh.
Murray. Lucy Alderdice. Temple hanging thte
" thew beak's' The
and sack were
hhi been given the. McCioys who were
Hifl W D. Morris, Cuba. Modal
Pacth
haat to adorn the mantel.
ehlekena
never
Vtlated 116 again'
pasta.
Miller. Murray. Patricia and Jim- relations with our neighbors
Mr Win a minister of the ahd other points
re- married an Saturday, June 20
hirougnoul, the
On Sunday they were luncheon
my Parts, Lowish/ie. 'Penh thel.e- maenad fnendly.
Churaii of Chriat. performed the ilhatuins home
A special arrangeof Mr and Mrs. James E.
man Murray. Howard and Alma
double rug ceremony at four-aurty ment of white
S
L
H.
carnanone on the
Others entertaining were
McNeil. Murray. Margo Cromwell,
odiuck in the afternoon in the to:raison cabinet
DEAR L. S. H.: And therein lies a
vese Moho el meClinton. Neil Robbins and Anna Weral: Never underestimate the MrJ and Mrs. Joe Healey Dal and
presence of the immediate famines mory of the
bride's parent& the
Mr and Mrs Howard Waeham of
Kuhn, Murray, Mil Cates end power of corn.
M. Washer
pianist. presented iate Mr and Mrs. line
P Siatenuer
Wmgo
Mary Ann Cates. Mayfleld, Nettie
a beautiful pregrem el nuptial of Idurnay
Mr. and Mrs. McCoy len MOLY
Klapp. Ruby Tialiaferro. and Kathy
music
including the selections.
The bride chose for her
DEAR ABBY Back in 1905 my for Ashland where they will reside.
wedding
Crider Murray
"Perfect Day." "All Thst I AM • Medellin
Om Cleave dreea of
A specsalty number honoring mother thought up a good way to
white ABM lasettunee in sheath
Mary Ann Oates grand Esther of acne the neighbor's chickens out of
tiow
Myths vett tucks all mer and the
our yard She snaked bread cruets
Kentucky. and
FOR CORRECT
%Whim
Cates,
sleeve matching packet featworthy grand patron of Kentucky, in Dad s corn liquor .much to his
ured rhinestone buchei trim A
dispieasur
ei
and
scattered
she
these
we. given by Margaret Ruth Crider
epectili boner*
the dress was the
who sang several numbers appin- crags around our yard. where the
black velvet ben with erap-on bee
By JONI OlUillYMI
priate for the mouton. Mtn Crider ctuckens visited daily. The chickens
A serimmuw par*.or
y f
DAY OR NIGH/
OWNS Her hat a Ilvelyn Varon angina,
was accompanied by Moe Carolyn mine over ae usual, ate their fill
'
in grades 4 5. and 6 will be Mkt was a •tistit piiesr,
TIM
GREAT
outdoors
is a
,,hd hhhhuy pasha out huh me
with maltne vet:
Meek pianist
at the fiss
ia.alla
A great source of danger so
s SalM
7.:
jC.
111 26
from 12:30 find - • cstorie 1..:..:n Her eneembee
humane ail over our yard My ne.
Old wings were sung by the
to 3 pm_ Each child may bring ainhood *tate patent
take awe and really make it
Phut) User went mit, picked than up and
Ames
with
a
nee
one guest and is asked to hring
several
summer.
talented plarlals from awe
She earned • Ism bouquet of
,ttain what sun anew owners'
Along these lines. the Nadifferent chantey; arcompanving.
a picnic lunch Mns Earl Herndon, wrote careasowe
. red name and
yard When the neighbure saw their
tional
Safety
and Men Jun Garrison will be Mies of lbe valley
Preceding the party detangenshed
Council suggesti
tied Mai long
chickens lying there like deed. they
these doe and don'ts.
guests were iritroduced by Mrs Crificatemea.
of
elute streamers tad in lovers knots
Set the hint No mere chit:Ikon for
Wild We: Don't let yenT•
der
worthy maracin of Murray
Mrs ashes amnia, niece ot the
Murray, Kentucky
mother.
Waa
It
much
• ken feed wild animals by
cheaper
than
Chanter
gnome ism the Medea only attendTuesday. Jvae le
hand. The kids may be enA bullet supper wen served be
The Calloway County Hastedak- ant She wore a dilemma* sbaith
chanted by a bunny rabbit or
approximately ninety members and
ers Chor..0 will meet at the
W Ca:lee fitabioned of dik brooede
KELP Kills easy (rum the old ineemrring hole and make
a squirrel but both can carry
Carats attending.
of Mrs Barletta Weather. MS Manes over telefoon a black Wits
tura they bathe only where supervised by a lifeguard.
and tranainit rabies, so steer
Chapters represented were Alford
FOR FINE
Farmer. at 1.30 pm Any Megthea Rionisigh °neural bat and bone ecclear of them.
445 Aurora. Ca Heinrich
ad humeassaar
Pametlked 1 Oh assonea. Her corsage was of thilMale Musa: Do watch child might, so keep a sharp
I. The !intim: Don't let
ducah, Mean Oily 41, Clintien US,
tend.
Wring garraitioris
what you pack for warm
rye on yeungsters who are your children swim in
Mayfield 443, Martha Chapter 156
unThe ben man for Mr McCoy INS
• • •
weather picnics. Ground meats toddling around and don't let charted
We Keep A Large Selection of
waters. A little creek
Parts. Tenn
Water Valley 564, t
and foods prepared with salad
Ralph V. Ph.ney.
them
diniple the garden may am deep.
PRE-FINISHED WELDWOOD
Cubs
519, Meal 73, Briensburg 464,
Wednesday. Joh 1
dressings or cream sautes greenery.
Itareptias
Make sure a lifeguard or an
Unibereal 503 Detroit. Mids, HarThe Sunbeams of the Fast Baps
breed trouble.
PANELING
Foilowing the cereenony Mr. and
When Lightning Strikes:
din 277. and Temple Hill 511
tat Church whl resume their meet- Mn Julian Pryor
A.s a general rain the best sea or land, do head for shel- adult who's a skilled minunear
SlaUghter. MllYou
keeping
Is
safe
Can't
a
•
•
Beat U.S. Plywood.
•
623
watch when
S. 4th Street way to prevent food poison- ter when you see a bad
Mg* for beepoiners and prunanes '..er and sateran-law
storm your children hit the water.
of the bride.
The Mate Alcohol Carnmires.
ing If to keep food ether very blowing up.
at the church at 6 30 pm.
We
Have It!
sere ha for the reception at their
- - Poetic 753-5712
Aboard Pleasure Craft: Foe
reports that alcohol come Ken
hot or very mid. Bacteria
••••
In a lightning storm, It's
.. one alio in Paducah
'oceans )44,000.000 annually
multiply rapidly only at luke- dangerous to be in swimming safety afloat, do make sure
Thursday. July 2
The bride'. table was covered With
. the skipper provide
-9 a bfe pre.
warm tempera t
Tampa Inn
&third a boat, on a beach,
r No 511 Or- a *hue wenn and brscade cloth and
server for each person aboard:
Sot Wage T. Massele: Don't stop a hill, under a
der al the E ahrt, ae. WLI ow,* t‘t-ntered with a valorous
tree or that he knows and
arrangeE HOUR SERVICLIM11.11111.11111.
hays nue
let email tole use tulip bulbs near a sire fence outdoors.
I
at the Shmustut Han at 7 39 pat ment of blue hydrangea end
rules
the sea and that DO
fern
to teethe on. They're poisonIndoors, steer clear of Win"•
flanged by- wane candles in gold
doesn't
allow his craft to bes
ous. So Sr. 70 families of dows and stay away
from the corns overloaded
hatarday. July 4
liege rs The three-tiered wedding
.
venni. many of niers com- television, the telephone,
large
Pernily Day will be h. Id at the cage was decanted with
pink and
mon to home gardens.
Under The Suet Have hall
metal objects, plumbing fixCalloway County Wantr y Club ore fkswers and lour white
An 'duet wouldn't think of tures and the fireplace.
In the sun but don't overdo
lovebird
AU of
Oaf.9 am to 12 nooh. rune tweet% ,•atuetees The &Trutt/ne
nibbling on a rhndodendron or these can conduct
IL Long exposure and over.
n:a were
lightning
mused four-urry .cranulle 12 noon, in C.47 shwa orysta,
activity on a hot day call
a peach tree leaf,but a small into your borne.
open pta, 1 p in. siaratihe meet.
Other floral arraieernents were
bring on a case of heat eit.
Jun Kenna* in charge. 6 30 pm zed at iaritagi irien•-s throughou
helixtion or, what is WWII
t
potluck thither Planning cannot- the hone wail thrum rooms
Moro serious;• heat larch*.
iee a, Meiyars ano Mesdames Wayne
Mrs Kenneth Slaughter of
Safe Cycling: Do check your
PLAIN
DIWYLionan. Haas McClain. Bid Fand- field and Mrs Howard Wash=
child's bicycle to ir.ake runi
of
rich. L C. Ryan. Ind Dun Keller Wingo maneed the hosts in
its brakes, reflector, light,
serving
the etiesta
• • •
horn or bell, tires, chain and
Monday. July 6
steering mechanism are M
The couple left after the meet
good working order.
The American Legiori and Letnor. :rainy with
the bride wearing her
.:uxiluiry will bola
annual
Teach your child to folletill
secieeng eneembie arid a corsage of
• picruc cii the large pravilloi.
the rules of the road Whelk
•
•
red roves After Jura M the
0
couple
cycling.
.ne Murray City Park at b pm.
a iL or at tisane at their tliOrn
on
• • •
As briefly stated by the Bis
Flirt Aien•ie in Cailett-hi
rK where•
PS
Sands?. July 5
Cycle Institute of America,
the grown is the smernitencient
'1!
these include: keep to MN
The Aluitiel Boa aright family City schools
: $1
to
right; ride single file; always
• -union will be head at the ,CitY
tr1
wear light-colored clothing
•
at 10 am. A bneket lunch mil
and have a working headlight
e. spread et neon.
and reflector when doing night
Wednesday. July I
COMPUTEIR FAST
cycling; give pedestrians the
Annual Picnic of Cora Gnivn, of
right of way; obey all traffio
Change Preebyterian Church women
sinnals, signs and lights; use
.t the home of Mrs Charles SanCAMBRIDGI, Ma..s 1t - The
hand signals to indicate you
aa. 8tin.:,64 Blvd.. at 6 30 pm.
17th century astronomer Jenannee
are going to stop or turn;
"•
Kepler ape,! nearly two years soh never ride two on a bike;
Thureday, Jody 2
,ag a cerson preolein The other
avoid stunts In traffic.
• Chapter M. P Z 0. Sisterhood day an
eltstra ,,nnputer solved
A Word To The Wise: Don't
Aect at the home of Mrs. Henry the
mime peseem in lust eight
think accidents are something
-icKenase at 12 noon
•
seconds.
that happen to other people.
They can happen to anyone.
Owen Ciit.r.rs,h cit the Smith Tuesday. July 7
&gnarl Astroph
So sidestep danger, by being
Observatory
Jessie laidwick Circa of Colley sirt up the di
eafety-mindiel and avoldirg
alum:anon to 'than
reebyteruen Church Women neon .rate that a amputee
obviously e1;nger,,1:4 practice*
FOR itAF/ I al MAKE, bikes in
can calculate
White
Plain,
N.Y.,
the hoar- (if Mrs. L A Mutes more in a day
ore
t‘r situations that tan lean to
Last Side •r The Square
thetited annhady and
than man in •
IA:, when lo staid repair. te WW1%
1.30 1, To.
life1*,

Friendship Night
Held By Murray
Star Chaliter OES

•

Mr. and Mrs. McGoy
Honored At Parties
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PEOPLES RANI

Bucys
Building
Supply

411

FINISHES

•
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SPECIAL

•

DRAY

OFFER!

Offfer Good Monday, June 29th through Thursd
ay, July 2nd

,SKIRTS
TROUSERS
5 SWEATERS

3 $1.25
2

* ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
• Never An Extra Charge For One Hour
Service •

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING

ONE HOUR SERVICE

MM.

S.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

s

e.

1-A continent
5-5kin ailment
9-0e•an
12. Cease
13 Impact
14 Scottishcap

I

IS Exclamation
16- W ings
18-Organ of
hearing!
20 Symbol for
tellurium
22- Forin•r
Russ an
ruler
24.1inetai plate
27 The bine-
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E

;
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EDNA
"DEDICATSEATTLE: I
understood me
,k-" I did not.
irate automatic
mentally rebates, that all
re "da.ngereia."
iiltion retarded,
fl tiestitutions.
lye happy, usefforta are being
-ants of retarde nature of refers from mentled the life of
all be, and how
cept these limit parents and
al children will
nal Association
lien. 386 Park
it, for informa1 vital problem.
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8' x 34' TRAILER. GOOD Conattion.
Cell 753-6613 after 5 in or on weekends.
tfnc

and Bait Shop, South 4th Street.
7-6-P

-BUSY FULLER BRUSH MAN
needs help. 2 persons for delivery,
---/
2 persons for sales. Earn $35-440
TITREE .
2221VATE HOOMB PC
weekly h your spare tame. Write
college boys with kitchen privileges
Box 762, Mayfield, Kentucky. Alone
Located i00 S. 13th, Phone 753-3914
347-60.18.
7-3-C
Mc
WANTED
AT
ONC.
Z.,-122veleigh
NEW AIR CONDITIONED Sleepin
g Dzaer in South Caftwa
rCoienty or
rooms. Available nue.
753-6e13 Murray. See or
vi
K, E Garnett.
after 5.00 or on %Leanne'.
tint KR 2, Flex 179. Cadiz (awnte RawHOUSE TRAILER 500 ft from col- icigh, Dept. KY F 190 3 Freeport.
lege. Call 753-6613 alter 5.00 Cr on Di.
1T'C
weekends.
Trite
FOR

RENT

.

s. 11cGoy
Parties

ATTENTION HOME SEEKERS!
The new Hornette Mobile Home is
available in 34 floor plans. 10 and
La wide from $3,495. Used oneis 38'
Travel Master $1.250. Luke trailer
MOO. 2 bedroom, 57 model $1.595. 46
front and rear bedroom $1,950. Used
10' wide, I bedroom corning in next
week. Many others to choose from.
Mattheea Mobile Homes, eaghway
45 Wirth, Mayfield, phone 247-9066. HOTIE-6-ROOTAIR. bath
and basemile on Lynn Grove. Highjuly3c ment. 1 m
way, Available now. Call 753-461
7
3-U8ED ZIO ZA0 Sewing Machines
7-1-P
low as $6 a Month. The Sioger Shop.
J-30-C
NOTICE
•
2 TREADLES SEWING Machines
IN NEED of phunbing reonly $5,00 each. The Singer Shop.
peal,
anis installattan and reJ -30-C pair, water
heater mstallation azul
NEW VACUUM cleaner only $6.00 repair, caa. Er
Syani 753-6591,
a nibrelh. The EInginiphop. 3-30-C
TPC
-3-BEDRO3M brick house. Double wRrrE ROCK &SIN ed in Murray
carport, ceramic tile bath, on large $1.40 per ten
Luce kcal. Masonlot with young trees, air-oonditaan- aey sana 3.40 Gatalaty and qlsiatity
er and drapes are included. Gan guatcateAl. Phime Fred ( o.rdner
753-3886.
J-30-C 753-5319 or Hill Gardner 753-2328.
J-30-C
TWO- PIECE living-room suite,
Kroeler. good condition. See or call 10% OFF ON ALL tabra.s and noMrs. Jack Oain. 4e0-2862
8-31-C tacns. Bich up yo,..r tabi,...111:: card.
The Singer Sh.. p.
3-30-C
GENTLE MARE saddle and bridle.
- - See Tommy Stark, 1
mile S. Z. CRUSHEJ LIME &IONE cL4ivored
of Harris Grove.
trutt
J-30-P in Menny $1.4e
_
load Mai maninare sand. Phone
TRY FLY FISHING. ROD, reel, line
Harold Wekas
n on 492-3836 or Ha/1
for $12.95 Harris Grozery anti Bait
Wilkinson 753-4594.
J-30-P
Shop, South em Street.
7-6-P

>mai Nevil Mcuests Thursday
I Mrs. Norman

2-WHET.L horse cart and complete
set of harness. like new condition
etaionable price, 753-4776
J-1-C

•

4

to Assy,

Box
. Calif.
. 90068.
pin enclose a
sed envelope.
ters? Send (nie
3ox 69700, 1,06
69. for Abby's
WRITE LETDCASIONS."

0

ter parties have
Ooys who were
iy. June 20
were luncheon
Mrs. James E
itertsheing were
Bailey Del and
ard Washam of

I

HELP WANTED

LOST

•••

__
FO
2
.
UL
1
J

1"'t between college
campus and Beanies Grocery DrivROD AND REEL line, no backlas
h. ers license and vital papers.
Call
for $5.00. complete. Harris Grocer
y 435- 4985.
'7-1-P

WANTED

CARD OF THANKS .
We wish to express our appreciation to our neighbors and friends
far their many kind dee&
and
tooughaltancss and words of hy111pathy at the death of our mother
.
Mrs Elan /there
Especially ,
.h-se who sent food
and Imaly flowers,
We wish to that* the minister for
the lovely and consoling mesing
e
and those who sang, Also the wonderful cooperation of the Max
Churchill FunerslHome
The Family of
Mrs, I", en Ahart
6-39-P

Coy left Friday
they will reside.

)R NIGH'?

1-6363
our-

IANI

ntuckp

ISHES
••••

ction of

/WOOD

'I-.

R!
2nd

•

or

•

CHAPTER 36
nothing could ever kilt
and hielk like a quality of the
\ARS. DELONEY a
slapping
"It's Roy, isn t it. Mr. Arch
aiourilikht The woman said:
Iv
'my face with *1 wet towel er ? is ne ad right ?"
"I was only protecting my
1 told her to quit it... The nrsi
"In a sense he is," 1 said. "He
rights. Roy owed me faithfulthing I saw when I got up was wanted out.
He• out.'
nesis at least I gave him money
the leather -framed photograph
"What do you mean?"
and background, I sent him to
beside her telephone.
"I'm afraid you've killed him,
Harvard. I made all his dreams
It seemed to my blurred vis- too."
come true."
ion to be a photograph oit the
"But I didn't mean to hurt
We both looked down it the
handsome old black-eyed gentle- him. I wouldn'
t hurt my own dreamless
man lying in the
man whose portrait hung over son, the child
of my womb."
road.
the fireplace in Mrs. Bradshaw's
Her voice cracked with Ma"Are you ready tri come
sitting room.
ternal grief. I think she
nalt• downtown with me and
"What are you doing with a believed she
make
was his mother. a formal
statement about how
picture of Bradshaw's father?" she had lived
the role so long. you protected
your rights over
"It happens to be my own Reality had
grown dim as the the years?
Poor Tom McGee ts
father, Senator Osborne."
moonlit countryside around her.
back in 3ail, still sweating out
I said: "So Mrs. Bradshaw's
She flung herself on the dead
your rap."
a virtuoso, too.'
man, holding him close, as if
She pulled herself erect -1
Mrs. Delaney looked at me as her old body
could somehow won't permit you
to use such
if my brains had been addled warm him back
to life and re- language to me.
I'm not a erim•
by the poker. But the blow had kindle his love
for her. She mal."
been a glancing one, and I wheedled and
cooed in his ear,
"You were on your way to
couldn't have been out for more calling him
a naughty malinger- Laura Sutherl
and's, we re n't
than • few seconds. Roy Brad- ing boy for trying
to scare her. you? What were you
planning
shaw was leaving the hotel
She shook him. "Wake up! to do
to her, old woman?"
parking lot when I got there. It's Moms."
She
covered
the
lower
part of
His light car turned uphill
As she had told me, night her face
with her hand,
away from the ocean. I followed wasn't her best
season. But she thought she was
Ill, or overhim to Foothill Drive and caught had a doublenees
in her match- come with shame. But
she said:
him long before he reached his ing Roy a, and there
was an
"You
mustn't call me that.
house. He made it easy for me clement of play-ac
ting in her fm not old. Don't look
at my
by braking suddenly. His car frenzy
face, look into my eyes. You can
stewed always and came to
"Leave him alone." I said. see how
young
I am."
a ahuddielng halt broadside "And let's drop the
mother hit.
It was true in • way. I
across the road.
The soluition is ugly enough couldn'
t
see
her
eyes
clearly, but
It wasn't me he was trying withoet thee"
I knew they were bright and
to atop. Another car was com• • •
black and vital.
ing downhill toward Us. I could QHE turned in queer
slow furShe was still greedy for Ilfe,
see its headlights approaching -) tivenesa and
looked up at like the imaginary Letitia,
the
under the trees like large calm me. "The mother
bit 7" she said. weird projection of herself
In
Insane eyes, and Bradshaw sil"Rey Brailshaw wasn't your Imitation leopardskin
she had
houetted in their beam. He son. The two
of you put on a used to hide behind.
seemed to be fumbling with his pretty good
act -Dr. Godwin
She shifted her hand to her
seat-belt I recognized
Mrs. would probably say it fitted heavy chin
and said: "I'll give
Bradshaw's Rolls in the moment both your
neurotic needs--but you money."
before, with screeching brakes. It's over."
"Rot took your money. Look
It crashed into the smaller car.
She got up in a surge of an- what happened to
him."
I pulled off the road, set out ger which brought
her close to
She turned
abruptly and
• red blinker, and ran uphill me. I could smell
her lavender, 'darned for her car. I guessed
toward the point of Impact My and feel her
Mice.
what was in her mind: another
footsteps were loud in the Si"I am his mother. I haae his death, another
shadow to feed
lence after the crash.
birth certificate to prove it.."
on: and got to the open door of
The crumpled nose of the
"I bet you do. Your sister the Rolls before her.
Rolls was nuzzled deep in the showed Me
a death certificate
Her black leather hag was on
caved-in side of Bradshaw s car. which proves that
you died in the floor where it had fallen
In
He lolled in the driver's seat. France in 1940.
With your kind Dia collision. Inside the
hag I
Blood rail down his face from of money you
can document found the new revolver
which
his forehead and nose and the anything. But you
can't chanee she had intended to use on
Roy's
corners of his mouth.
the facts by chaeging them on new wife.
1 went an through the un- paper.
"Give' Me theta
damaged door and gut his seat
"Roy married you In Boston
She spoke with the authority
belt unbuckled He toppled limp- after you killed
Deloney. Even- of a Senator's daughter and
the
ly into my arms. I laid him tually he fell
In love with Con- more Ferillee niithont y of
a
down in the road. The jagged stance McGee.
You killed her. women a-hi) haul killtel
two
lines of blood /loons his face Roy lived
with you for another other Women and two men.
resembled cracks In a meek ten
years. If you can call it
"No more guns for you," I
through which live ti ssu e' living, terrifie
d that you'd kill said.
showed. But he was dead. Re again if
he ever dared to love
No more anything, Letitia.
lay ptilseless and breathless tin- anyone again.
But finally he
She died of a cerebral hemortier the iron shadows of the tree dared, with
Lanra Sutherland. rhage a year ago,a heard, while
branches.
He managed to convince you she was awaiting trial
in the
Old
Mrs.
Bradshaw had that it was Helen Hagger
ty he county jail.
climbed down out of her high was Interes
ted in. So you went
I
had
more cheerful new'
protected seat in the Rolls. She tip
the bridle path on Friday from Ales Kincai
d the other
!seemed unhurt. I remember night
and shot her. Those are day. He and Deily
want me to
thinking at the moment that she all facts
you can't rhangea
be
godfath
er
to
their
first son.
was an elemental power which
Silence set In between us, thin
THE END

(abbr.)

19-Paid notice
21-Wife of
Geraint
23.Opulent
25-Complete
soaking
26 Stylish
(Slang!
27-First reader
28-Toward the

sheltered
eta
30-1.1etel

32- Vestet
34 • Mark iiift by
wound
36-Symbol for
tantalum
37.In fact
39 A break with
I part
missing
al -Parent

44 -Cook in Oven istavessers
ea•Aritica• of
curved

furniture
Planiung
fastener
51 -Note of scale 61 -Hebrew
33-Slave
letter
53-Pronoun
35 Electric
62-Cooled lava
56•Young boy
catfish
64-College
30 Soil58-Indian
degree
40-Weary
memorial
(abbr.)
43- We Per
Post
66-Preposition

42-Great Lake .
44- Dens
45 Be mistaken
47 Part of

Stout cart
50 Hindu

49

peasant

August s to continue through November 15; reopen on December I

52

British
etreetcar

54. Latin
conjunction
SOB. ill
57 Weld goat
59 - Exists
61 Dance •tep
63-Son if Adam
65 Solar disk
67 Dine
68 Challenge
ille-14•We
nicknam•
DOWN

WATERSPOUT-A waterspout estimated at 300 teet
high and
30-50 feet in diameter whirls along in
Tampa Bay as seen
from St. Petersburg, Fla. It was one
of sec that developed
as a squall line moved into the
bay area, and weather observers say this may be a world record
inasmuch as all
six were seen at one time,
- -

-J

okrAfr NEW. THR/Lige

ft sad
'ERATUR1

aPPle

29 Ireland
31 Crony

eind c...mtinue through December
HOUSE OR COTTAGE us the coun- 14. The We-stern zone, which intry. Furnished preferable. Write Box cludes all other counties, has a
contillUottli
saii.9011
opening
, 32-B, Murray, Ky.
on
/-3-P
Auguet 15 and extending through
_
HOUSE KEEPER-general h 0 use November 15. The bag and possesx _di. 6 days per week. Phone 753- non limits remain the stunt- as for
3643.
7-1-C last year. six and 12 Management
areas open to squirrel hunting and
I the ...dates are: Ballard County
AT THc MOVIES
Wildlife Area, August 15-October
MlaaltAY LatIVE-IN THEATRE- 15, West Kelaucity Management
Academy Award Winning -TOM Area, August 15-October 15; Central Kentucky Wadble ManageJONES" Tonite thru Thursday.
CAPITOL- Tonight thru Tta sad iy nient Area, August 15-October 15
MARILYN,'Story of Marilyn Mon- and Ford Wildlife Area, August
2.2-Oo4ober 15
ThiLatiVe .
roe s Ilfe, nitrated by Rock lituLsuel. .

ROSS MACDO NALp9s
THE

CORRECT

SEASON DIVIDED
Franklcrt, Ky. - A three part
squirrel season has been set for
the hunters of Kentucky for this
year. Again the state will be dividt_d into two zones, with a split season ui the Eastern zor.e and a CMtinUoUts
in the Western lope.
For the
zone, including the
foilown
i69gaes, LA.W1B: Rowan.
Menifee, 4101$811,Bateil. JacksO
n.
Rocitcast4e,!Pulaski and McCresry
and an mantles hying to the east of
this tier, the opening date will be

Answer to Saturday's PuLiJe

amuua MO=
GIDISOUM RMSIMOO
MO MORIN:IWO as
riiNA2OU SMO
0003 aom 00210
OPISMOLq MMODOM
MOOJU
MBOMOU ISUOMMO
001111 000 M000
WOO BOOM @OD
MB OUOISOMO 00
1200111110 300[4130
=IMMO MOMOM

7-Negative
5-Fernaie
ultimo
9-Denude
10-Babylonian
deity
11 -Part of
"to be"
17-Arrny officer

60

IS•ilidu•
2-Fixed
3-Maiden loved
by Zeus
4-The wallaba
5. Lower
S. Vindicates

esters

by Called

PEANI.IT80

by Don Sherwood

OE EVEN

ATI4YeR
HED

HOG MARKET

KN'T

VACUU
TOP OF
POOL

WESTRASCINED
OPALLNE
CLOSETS..

Feder-11 State Maniet Ness Service.
June 'a. 1964 Kentucky PurchaseAlta Hieg Market Report Licluding
10 Buying Stations Estonated Receipts 650 Head Barrows And Oats
amok .
U. 8. 1. 2 and 3 130-340 lbs $17.1017.35 , t :.er U. S. 1 180-323 lbs. 317.50F/75. ' . 8 2 and 3 '245-270 lbs.
1116 U.
.; 10, U. 15 1. 2 and 3 160175 lug, er.).75-17 10. U. S. 2 and 3
sows 460-600 lbs. $11.50-12.60. U. 8.
I and '4 260-400 lbs. $12.26-1350.

fildiCalk

Ji itif:Nrrt4c)stc.E7i

9

HE NOW HAS
THE CLEANEST
NOOSE IN
THE ONCLE
NE16413CRHOCO

OFIAELLIW
COLATa2 TOPS

TO HAVE

by Charles M. Schub
THEN IT WAS
MUCH /ACRE,PAATC:42!
MORE THAN JUST WEYE NEN FOLLOWING
LUCK THAT SAVED
SOU StNCE YOUR
MY LIFE
ANAL IN HONG KONG'

AUTO ARTS
NEW YORK AM - Sports car
manulactunis have taken a leaf
fecal the -Jima builders' books and
are selling knocked down cars in
into to be assembled by the buyer.
Both European and domesue mailulactureri, now advertise luta in
Car and Driver maganine

NANCY
nay Ernie RuslimUler

OVER
i4ERE
.2 YOU
NG;
NANCY?

THE PAPP\
AND PUT
UP A
SWING

MUST BE
NUTTY---IT'S TOO
HOT TO BE
SWINGING
TODAY

YES,I'M DR.STRANGEUJMP!!
AND,NKXJ, NO DOUBT, ARE
BIG SHOTS FROM
I-4EADQUARTERS!!

• BRO°M

I'M FIRED,I SUPPOSE!! WELL-SiGHYI EXPECTED IT!! WITH NO SHMOO
PROBLEM,WHY KEEP A
SHMOO-OLOGIST ON
THE PAYROLL?

St1-4!- I
JUST PICKED
THE WRONG
SPEC I ALTY
IS ALL

/CLOSET
ALSO
DR.
51/10.44GCUPP

ARBIE

N

SLATS
by Riteburn Van Buren

SMALL WONDER THAT NOBGO,

WAS ABLE TO INTERCEPT THAT
GODFREY'S ARRIVAL
AT CRABTREE CORNERS

MYSTERIOUS

HALF THE TOWN (CHOCKLE)
IS SCARED 11) DEATH
OF ME, WHILE
THE =HER
HALF DOESN'T
EVEN SUSPECT
TM HIM;

ALL RIGHT,
CAN FLY, IS Ti
SO FRIGHTENE
DADD

T- THAT S NOT THE
(SHUDDER) ONLY,
REASOH, CHILD

-t

c.

r-

-4.

•A4411111111111111111111110111111100-^

PAW- SIX
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THE LEDGER & i1MLS - SURUAY. KENTLCK,

Deer Season- SEEN AND HEARD....
Witt Guns Is
Set For Fall

Value Of Fishing On •
_Kentucky Lake Will
ttniallneed From Page 11
'Be Determined
Vas can we hoe ever that fifty new

ft
7

Si

!

families will have quite an Impact
on our economy. so when you see
Frankfort. Ky.. June 36 - More
thea_e new TVA families, greet them complete
information on the sport
with op.f.m 3.1111S.
fishery end whet It Is worth in dot:ars and cents on Kentucky Lake
Of COWIN! WV like the people themwill be available In Anoint of next
selves too, in cenne Sc sound nee of
mereenisey.
- -The Marra, Woman's Club now has
nine department', and by next year
may nate en.

- Frankfort. KN. - The gun deer
henting season win open on No-.ember en and continue hrough
November
in all 48 counties that
'A(re open last ye3r In addition. a
ere-das sun seasen. Noveniner 28.
.as been set for eight new counties
pened this year for the first time
Those enmities are Green. Lune. This is a powerful entanustion and
Wt. are thankful that their aims
McLean.
Monroe. Ohio, Todd.
Wsyne and Whinny Cniinties open and finals are high and designed to
at yeer were: Crittenden. Lyon. lamer the commenity and the inCildwell. levingstcan. Brerinnridge. nit actual.
Myren.. Meade. Melee.. NelAt. Lee.
That's a lot of women. and can they
Chrisnan.
Hopkins.
Feirnonson.
cet things done.
!I'll. Thew. Enrren. Met raile.
Peteski. Mc-Create'. Laurel, Jackson.
SsuIIh Broadbent. Jr was tUivatt,c1
Lesee. Fleming. Lela
Rowan. :4)
of gesvernor Saturetcher. Rockeestle. Ctay Breathe,
day night at Stars in My Crown,
Knott. Este. Greenup. Powell. Floyd,
---Harkin. °sleet.. Menfiee. Wolfe.
Alter all the opening ceremonies
Bath. Mereart, Union. Perry, Adair.
were over the Aid( announcer
I ocan Mahon. Haneock. Taylor
beamed out a Ines tan: to Governer
and Warren(
and Mrs leroanbens and nor.ed
The bac limit on deer is one per
the shot.
year for lath the gun and the
--archery season
Probably the man embnrrassed perNtanneement areas to be open
son was Mr. Braucibent honnief The
ere. Knob State Forest .Nelson g
did not seem to mind.
onnty..
Nos ember M-Nov. 29:
We Kentucky Wildbfe Area. Nov We kennel heard
what the an20-New 22 Bluegrns. Army Depot tirtr end when
Ile was told of has
.beck. onn .. Dec 5-Dee 6 .ten- enter He ticuisstin ent
jump d in
titnen Fort Knox Military Re- ten leke
servetion. Nov 6-7: Nov 14-1S Nov
21-22

,tentative i:

Fort

Cam pbp41

Year as a result of an intensne conduct a yearlong survey on this.
survey to be started on that lake tilt- largest of TVA's
main stream
In July of this year. Minor Clark. reservoirs.
rent- .1e , f the Dtrertment of
Fish and Wildlife hesources, has
Personnel '0
o1 the three agencies
,
announced
will be trying to find out how many
fishermen use the lake throughout
The Kentucky Department, in co- the year, both Irvin boat and bank,
tlperation eith the Tennessee Val- what kinds of fish are caught and
ley Authority and the Tennessee host many, and hou much the averGame and Fish ennamiseton. will age fisherman spends on a day's

111111III)
Suepr Right - Fully Cooked

SEMI-BONELESS

WIENERS

4

Whole or Half
No ('enter Slices Removed

Super Right
All-Meat
Skinless

490

57
89c

lb

2-Lb. Pkg.

•

4

CUBE STEAKS

Super Right
Beef
Lean Tender

89

lb

LESSER QUANTITIES

Sandwich Buns or Frankfurter Rolls

LIVER

Si
Jt
at
Pt

J

A
a

4

'1

39

PIES

4

SPARE RIBS

to

rs

of
th
124

of
a
WI

El

3
we

er
of
Pi

it
I.

ta
as

t

Lts•
bei
10,1

Prc

Natalie Wood
Starts IS ackv
Auto Race

etiels in ether outlark by the
Weather Eureni for Tuesday
I,
tnrouels Szueday
Inaziriaturea will average near
enennil smith pertein and 2 to 5
<I. trees abeee normal an the north
with minor daily veriattono Normal
hens fer nn- perex1 are It to 90
normal loss 40 to 71.
Prezeseanon will average approx.:nab y one-half ineti as shosen
P. li'llItNON %COTT
nosily the fine half of the peeled
HOLLYA 00D re% Nettle.
Wad l'esel nee etartuet peete for
the tee-gond-et 114.1to rac- to the
htwurs of Warner Bros studio.
At...the creek of the ran
n ornate
weil'e I enter --..e..111 maned •w11s
from
en stannic hoe hotly pewees, lit
biaek Hannibal ?nee
Before thee had batted nee feet.
the Pannibal kid crinctsed Into
the tail light of he Leslie Special
The wildly unprehabie tar. aprd
Irrr.111(1 3 4^,7131P of audio blei
and --I- -elided to a halt to the
cheer- ef -erne 300 y.ritors
vu:s &Si:atted to pose for
,irr.‘

A
.0

•
11

WIVE DAY FORECAST
:OVIIIVILLE
Toe five-day

Ti

•tie

Chow •ae- seeti. they are equipped
with

ptiverfie

engin4.1,
Of steeds top to 100 male!
modern

per

7

'•

movie treeless. a
New Ysik to PErt•

I ,

ta "he Wed Clel.4 and

'1 1,

•

ftir.-1 ,

with Lernmon

Ir.?

bent on de-

Cart it, and h., CF7

Wtr.s1 and Dcruth7,-

will be sl-nta to pr.( ttv up the scenery A. this RTIC1114: ii,, 9fle will divulge the winner

Mos. Carton

Mel-O-Rit - Sliced American - Swiss or Pimento
E, (Save Se)
8-oz. jar

Jell-o Gelatin
NI
FA% ORS

3 34c
3-0Z.
PKGS,

Heinz Soup
VEGETARLE VARIETIES

GURT(1" - Mrs.
"

lr

Wemstein keels over in
cego and is helped by ;mother woman on hearing a'
verdict of guilty In her trial
In the murder last Sept. 29
of her husband Harvey, 31.
Its body eaa found In his
turned auto Also accused
Is Richard Mattox, 31. exconvict and Weinstein handyman with whom Mrs. Weinstein admitted romance.

FOR
DELICIOUS
SALADS

I -Pint

Rollie

38c

Super
(Arial:re
st Crackers

MILD
AND
MELLOW

EIGHT O'CLOCK
PEAS-CARROTS

CORN

n fie

8-07.

35'

4 Fo•490•
3
9
12-0z. $11
Cans

. 1-lb. box 19e)

n n Page
CUE SAUCE, 1-pt. 12-oz. bot 39e)
Red Seal Banquet
BAR"
20-1.b, Rag

lint Kernel

9
ens
'
'
A
341c

1.1 N('H
MEAT

AlEATS
for ILI ble1

(F, 39C CRISCO

Rutter kernel White or Golden
Whole Kernel - - I -lb. nins

Butter Field
2'-o,. can

3

-LB.
BAG

(Save 24r)

W

10-or. $

Jar

$189

'
23 47°
3 78.,
Jars

a.bo.

SHORTENING

g. bra. 4k)
4 rAer
(
BO

57

•

---

10c WOODIOY

PAPER PLATES

2

Bath
33e

Superior 9
Pkg

of till

79`•

Armour's

Armour's

Armour's Vienna

ermour's

TREET

CHOPPED HAM

SAUSAGE

CHOPPED BEEF

JnIth

Wesson Oil

29`.

NPE.CIAL COFFEE SALE!

Mustard A
16;1_

Jane Parker Date Fitted
(have Sc)-- - El.

I

ins. Off)
MAX'L HOUSE(25,

2 33c

Jane Parker Cake
(Sate fit) ---- Ea.

LP White Cream Style or Go.cien Whole Kernel
A(Sate 9c)
1 -lb. 1-01. cans

•

Coffee

FRENCH
CREAM
SALAD

65 •

ILIF LONG WHITE

COAN
43_
35t. LE NCH MEAT
3
CHARCOAL

ALL AlEAT VARIETIES

I

Jane Parker Twin Pack
(S:15e
- 1 -lb. box

a
,
257 I Potatoesiabb..99c

21%-nth: 274 21:,:noi. 35, POTATO STICKS

of no on..

they
Jack 1.....trmon and Tony
Curtis who will newer in 'The
Great Rare' for the studio Its. a
comedy with Le-minor-1 playing the
vinemn vax Prof,.we Pate dreeeed
in back top hit and black cape and
Cuiens as Leslie Galkee III attired
In puree white
Tnereah the eaters get top baiter, the earl deserve special *ventral They are the sackierr. conttag'tsotus cii wheele
Tile le-site ens-seal is a re...amine whe• arid braes phateen The
Harirelea: Eight is a swore black
ne nen* ernes:ere with cannon and
other stel liniment.. awn:ding Irwin
trees-es tee ipment
Been nes. were made by the etusffset..s de/eine-envie ene
e rs sr-mete-fey eperatlobo! Thiottvh
their Wins Sr einfersere from arr.%

Cream or llustard

49°

8-Inch Size

COFFEE CAKE

Piramount Processed or Kosher Sit le Dills or Hamburg
er
Dill Chips
411-01. Jar

PICKLES
POTATO SALAD
CHEES

(Save 10e)

SPANISH BAR

49

PKG. OF 29
*I
12

Jane Parker. Blackberry or Dutch Apple

POTATO CHIPS

Medium
-L
5375
it.t&

SHRIIIP

lb. 43t

(SAVE V)

JANE PARKER

Watermelon88! 'PR";aches

to
at

of the five Reels once every two
weeks. Cooperating boat docks will
Maintain records of bout rental.
Creel clerks assigned to each area
will interview fishermen with respect to the number and kinds of
fish caught. bait used. etc.
It is expected that the survey
will show that the sport fishery
at Kentucky Leke generates at least
65 nulhon worth of local business

Super Right Freshly(3-1b.pkg.or more)

Military Reservation. Oct 24-25
ese 31-Nov I .tents only. and
Nov. 7-8 and Nov 14-15. .tether
'Tentative.
Manure-mere
it ontinwed From Page n
'press to be closed Utz Yeer are
Bearer Cheek. Dewey Leke Pine the osuplete ii Aineher bid was
recein.d. howeter it was. foe $W00.
Mounter, and Robinson Forest
The rout nue mummy. did not
The archery nneon. of 32 dat's.
• open on October 15 and con- accept :he new bid. but eaited en a
ttrue throurh ei'ember 15 eith desnoretration by -the company to
wished to have
hunting permitted in all counties deterinew
open in the run eeinor. phis Wood- the outside sandblested. or cinteed
.1.ICED BEEF (Young, Tender) - lb.
ford and Anderson Minagnnent md stained. The majority of the
areas to be open: Knob State For- cant: appamitty wanted the sand-lung jeso The eine Is the name
m. Or IS-Nev IS Wee Ken- one
The bid of Jewel Evans was act's-kV Wid life Ares. Cict 15-Oct
HAI'S Southern Star
pipe tlurn- feet
31. Wuecrans Army Depot. efoy cepted t.n a at
(
(8-Lbs. S4.69) - 14-15: Nov 21-2? and Nov. 28-29 1011r and 65' 1 92' in size Th.s pees
lbs. $969oral
4
.tentstive.' Fort Knox. Oct 15- sal be .red to replace a bridge on
Nov 15 eentativei: Fort Campbell the Keen Rose wrlICh WINS twenty
feet long lhe br.ege aw washed out
Oct I5-Nov IS nereanven
-P
LrPeeled.
g
De%;:
1.8 ned
Weopoes
Sheteur.s 10 mune in the 2pr:rig shin the csonnly was
rnex.nnurn and 20 eange nununtrn rat so hard tee hail eaten. The pipe
$
• -11 sh
careens a sewn- slug el; be delivered to the sue abet:
1llud:.-2*-•
iners1 Center fire :Whe arti one-half tries southeast iii
nnes of not less than .243 caliber i Kittery near the 13:Py Sunth home.
The bid of Evans was $1140 00
S
unioa
t ellfoSrize
f- ;Ss
Aumniat
rifles and
full
enens cf the various offices us
'Aleut ,
type' amm Barbecuing -- lb.
e
are probes • el Muzzle load- the courhoune were merited end
ing rifles 38 rebber or lamer Lone liccep:ed and IMCCOS fees 11C1:::1:443:1
UOIrs only
Armee must be burb- b) the conrt
This afternoon the court is exlew with brow:Le-ad Points mutt
be at keuit 7 8 ireh wide Archery plained to go into the proposed budhunter
, may not carre firenrms get which was drawn up be the
lese of Arms- M-130 einber Carb.r.e committee ennapered of Judge Mel, kr. County Atte:rites. Junes Overbey
prohhated
'ma Accountant J H Shackelford.

Court...

MONDLY - JUNE 1,4. 11.84

fishing trip. The tiltunate aim is to
determine what sport fishing is
worth on Kentucky Lake, how fishing there compares to other reservoirs, and what can be done to
Improve the spurt lathery.
Kentucky Lake eel be divided into
five main study arena, roughly four
in Tennessee and one in Kentucky.
An airplane will be used to count
bore and bank fishermen in each
ene.

12-og. A50
Can LI

12-oz.
can

590

I-oz.

2(.45'

12-oz.
can

49°
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PRICES IN THIS' AD EFFECTIVE TIIRU WEDNESDAY. JULY
It
WM GREAT An ANTIC &

mane

TEA COWAN!. k4C1

4.1) tood Stores

•
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Open Frida,July 3rd,Until9 p.m.- - Closed Saturday, July 4th
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